Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria, which hit in August and September, are estimated to be the most costly ever to make landfall in the United States. The damage they caused calls for a major investment in infrastructure that is resilient to such extreme events. Underpinning this infrastructure with nature-based solutions is no longer enough -these need to be promoted to centre stage.
Street trees, parks and green roofs in cities, along with nearby meadows, forests and wetlands, absorb storm water and can attenuate storm surges, mitigating the worst impacts of flooding and so saving lives and money. We must shift how we plan and build our cities so that we create and
Blockchain could boost food security
Blockchain technology is helping to meet sustainability challenges (see G. Chapron Nature 545, 403-405; 2017) The United States also needs a major federal plan to invest in flexible, adaptive and safe-to-fail infrastructure to protect cities, particularly on the coast -for example, by restoring wetlands and coral and oyster reefs along the US eastern seaboard. The Indian Bend Wash Greenbelt, a complex of parks and lakes in Scottsdale, Arizona, is a successful example: it was designed to be floodable to spare the city (see go.nature.com/2fz2hjt).
President Trump promised investment in infrastructure to drive economic growth and create jobs. Green infrastructure should be an essential part of the deal. Studies, Millbrook, New York. timon.mcphearson@newschool.edu 
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UNESCO honour for Polish mining facility
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has added a third Polish geological site to its World Heritage List. It is the Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System (go.nature. com/2xez7jy; see also go. nature.com/2ytbhny and go.nature.com/2hyzhii).
Metallic ores have been extracted from the site since the twelfth century. A galena lead ore deposit discovered there in 1526 was mined until it ran out in 1912. The mine was abandoned in the 1930s, and a museum and underground tourist route were eventually opened there in 1976 (V. Coppola et al. Miner. Deposita 44, 559-580; 2009 ).
The vast labyrinths under Tarnowskie Góry also house a water station and more than 150 kilometres of drainage galleries. This ingenious gravitybased water-management system conserved the excess water from the mine for public use. It still operates today, largely in the way it was designed more than two centuries ago. The mine now forms one of Poland's largest overwintering areas for bats.
To be included on the World Heritage List, sites must be of exceptional universal value. The Tarnowskie Góry site qualifies because it is "a masterpiece of human creative genius" and "an outstanding example of a technological ensemble that contributed to significant stages in human history". Ryszard Chybiorz, Bogumiła A. Piwowar University of Silesia in Katowice, Katowice, Poland. bogumila.piwowar@us.edu.pl 
